
Everything and the Moon: Unraveling the
Enchanting Story of the Lyndon Sisters

A Symphony of Sibling Harmony

The Lyndon Sisters, a quartet of sisters from Southern California, emerged
as a radiant force in the 1970s American folk and country music scene. The
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siblings, Evelyn, Bonnie, Mary, and Kathy, possessed an ethereal blend of
voices that harmonized effortlessly, captivating audiences with their
heartfelt melodies and poignant lyrics.

Their vocal prowess was intertwined with a deep and enduring bond of
sisterhood. Growing up in a musical family in Bellflower, California, they
developed a shared passion for singing from an early age. As they
matured, their talent blossomed, and they began performing together in
local churches and community gatherings.
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The Rise to Stardom

In 1973, the Lyndon Sisters caught the attention of producer Mike Curb,
who was impressed by their unique sound and undeniable charisma. He
signed them to MGM Records, and soon after, their debut album, "In the
Beginning," became an instant hit.

The album's title track, "In the Beginning," soared to the top of the charts,
establishing the sisters as a formidable force in the music industry. It was a
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breathtaking anthem of sibling love, celebrating the enduring bonds that
united the Lyndon Sisters.

A Tapestry of Melodies

Throughout their illustrious career, the Lyndon Sisters showcased their
remarkable vocal versatility. They effortlessly navigated a wide range of
musical genres, from traditional folk and country to gospel and pop.

One of their signature songs, "Cotton Jenny," was a heart-wrenching ballad
about a young woman left alone to face life's challenges. Their rendition of
"Blue Bayou" brought a hauntingly beautiful Cajun flavor to the classic
country tune.

The sisters also penned many of their own songs, drawing inspiration from
their personal experiences and observations of the world around them.
Their lyrics were often poignant and insightful, touching on themes of love,
loss, and the human condition.

Beyond Music: A Legacy of Love

The Lyndon Sisters' impact extended far beyond their musical
contributions. They became role models for aspiring singers and a symbol
of the power of sibling bonds. Their unwavering support for one another
was a testament to the strength and resilience of family ties.

Offstage, the sisters actively used their platform to support various
charitable causes. They were particularly passionate about organizations
that assisted underprivileged children and victims of abuse.

The Enduring Legacy



The Lyndon Sisters' music continues to resonate with listeners today. Their
songs are timeless gems that evoke nostalgia and a deep appreciation for
the beauty of human connection.

In 2002, they were inducted into the Southern California Music Hall of
Fame, a fitting tribute to their enduring legacy. Their music has been
featured in numerous films and television shows, and it continues to inspire
and move audiences around the world.

While the Lyndon Sisters' journey may have officially ended, their music
and the spirit of their unbreakable bond live on. Their legacy serves as a
reminder of the power of music, the enduring strength of family, and the
enduring impact of love.

Additional Insights

* The Lyndon Sisters were known for their impeccable stage presence and
enchanting harmonies. They often performed barefoot, creating a unique
and intimate connection with their audience. * The sisters' father, William
Lyndon, was a talented musician and vocalist who encouraged his
daughters' musical aspirations. * The Lyndon Sisters have inspired
countless aspiring singers and musicians, including renowned vocalists like
Mariah Carey and Celine Dion. * Their music has been praised by critics for
its authenticity, emotional depth, and timeless quality. * The Lyndon Sisters'
legacy continues to be celebrated through fan clubs, tribute bands, and
online communities dedicated to their music.
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